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YALE X
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud

Armchair and sofa with strong personality and large cushions, providing considerable comfort and great 

functionality. Available in two di�erent seat depths, and in two di�erent backrest heights, which guarantee a 

comfortable sitting position and strong adaptation to the needs and requirements of the moment.

FRAME
Extruded aluminium frame with elastic bands, diecast aluminium feet. The frame is painted matt white, bronze 

and black nickel.

COVER
The upholstery in fabric or leather covers every part of the sofa and is completely removable.

Leather and Nabuk coverings are not available for the high backrest version (103 cm).

CUSHIONS

Backrest and armrest with internal loadbearing structure in tubular aluminium and a particular system for 

fastening to the pro�le. Variable-density foam polyurethane padding and cover in Rollo Fill® (polyester 

microspheres) and polyester wadding. This particular composition of the cushion gives the padding natural 

softness and elasticity, a long lifespan and high comfort. Cushions with topstitched seams and raised pro�les.

SEAMS

The contrasting seams characterise and identify the Yale X collection, only for the high backrest variant. Available 

in the colours white, medium grey and anthracite, which can be selected and combined by the client.



HIGH BACKREST

pouf
L75 D75 H42 cm

YALE X

LOW BACKREST

armchair
L100 D86 H80 cm
seat H42 D76 cm

2S sofa
L160 D86 H80 cm
seat H42 D76 cm

3S sofa
L220 D86 H80 cm
seat H42 D76 cm

3S sofa | deep version
L220 D104 H80 cm
seat H42 D94 cm

3S extra sofa | deep version
L250 D104 H80 cm
seat H42 D94 cm

3S sofa | deep version
L220 D104 H103 cm
seat H42 D94 cm

3S extra sofa  | deep version
L250 D104 H103 cm
seat H42 D94 cm

 H/D/L

pouf
L150 D44 H42 cm

pouf
L150 D75 H42 cm

3S extra sofa
L250 D86 H80 cm
seat H42 D76 cm

POUFS

Finish options

STRUCTURE

Matt painted

Matt painted 
bronze X100

Matt painted 
black nickel 

X101

Matt painted 
white X053

           




